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"When we’re not at Family

Camp, it feels like everybody is

going in a different direction.

Camp is a set time of year when

we can all be together, spending

time together, focusing on

what’s most important."

"When we come here there are

fun activities and we get to spend

time as a family. Plus all week

we're getting to know other

families who are going through

the exact same things we are."

 

"I feel like when I explain 

Family Camp to people I

describe it as marriage

retreat and a parenting

seminar. It's encouragement

and fellowship all in one."

"At first we brought our

babies as a way for us to get a

vacation in. The more our kids

get older the more we enjoy

our experience together."
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Hear from our family camp

families on why they love

coming back year after year!

T BAR M CAMPS
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"Our daughter became a 

Christ-follower at T Bar M. 

I’ll never forget it because

immediately it was celebrated

by all the coaches she looked

up to! They were throwing a

party, dancing and jumping

up and down over the

salvation of my daughter."

"It gives families an

opportunity to feel safe. It

removes any fear we typically

have other places, when

we’re vacationing."

"We have college coaches who

we can love and invest in. In

return Coaches become a part

of our family during the week

and it’s just a tremendous

blessing to us and our kids."
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IN OUR LIFEIN OUR LIFEIN OUR LIFE"I feel like Family Camp

gives us these snap shots

of seeing the Lord work 

in our family."
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"I actually just come

for the free baby-sitting."

tbarm.org


